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in Science of Nursing 
 
Takuji ISHIKAWA, Kiyoko NAGAISHI and Kanami YAMAMOTO 
 
Summary 
It is very important for the student of yoga-teacher to study practice in science of nursing. 
In Suzuka junior college, the training form of a "small teacher system" and a "guide study 
system" has been taken in practice in science of nursing   beginning in the 2004. This 
small teacher system and a guide study system are also called experienced type training 
education, and the student himself has a class. Some problems were also seen although the 
guide study system was established by the training for these nine years. A student's 
evaluation had much negative evaluation, and positive evaluation that relation of width 
became strong was also seen. Moreover, by performing approach from the teacher side 
exactly, a student's self-efficacy is raised and it is thought that it also becomes possible to 
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